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AUDIT PROFESSIONALS
Compliance Auditing
Auditing compliance with authoritative requirements is a staple in government. Legislators and 
public officials expect such audits, and their performance is set forth in auditing standards. 
Participants learn the different kinds of compliance audits that might be made, including 
compliance with the provisions of contracts and grant agreements, conformance with quality 
control requirements and compliance with established procedures and controls (e.g., for handling 
cash). The course explores what auditors might do when they find that compliance with an 
authoritative requirement does not produce the desired results. Participants learn the circumstances 
when a compliance audit might not be appropriate.

Objectives:
• Cite the basic auditing principles that apply in conducting compliance audits
• Explain how audit findings differ for compliance with performance requirements and for 

compliance with procedures and controls
• Explain the unique development of cause in auditing compliance
• Explain the central role of objectives in auditing, and formulate objectives that establish 

what a given compliance audit is to accomplish
• Plan, execute and report on compliance audits

Target Audience: Auditors wanting to know the principles and general prerequisites in auditing 
for conformance with authoritative requirements, including contracts and grants

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs/CPEs

A8095 2 Apr 22-23 $565 1.2/16
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Developing and Presenting Audit Findings
Receive in-depth, hands-on guidance and practice in developing audit findings. Adequate 
findings development requires that you compile sufficient, relevant information to satisfy the 
audit’s objectives, promote a proper and correct understanding of the reported matters and 
convince readers to recognize the validity of the findings and the benefit of implementing any 
recommendations. Learn the appropriate finding elements to match the kind of audit you are doing. 
In multiple case exercises, you practice developing audit findings for the following types of audits: 
compliance, processes and controls, accomplishments and impact.

Objectives:
• Cite the government auditing standards provisions that apply to developing and     

presenting audit findings
• Explain the central role of effective audit objectives in findings development
• Describe two findings paradigms used in performance auditing and the elements  

they contain
• Outline a finding and prepare a synopsis summarizing the audit results in response to the 

audit’s objectives
• Develop and present audit findings and related conclusions and recommendations

Target Audience: New auditors, who prepare a performance, contract and grant auditing. 
It will also benefit experienced auditors who have had limited exposure to the subject matter

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs/CPEs

A7021 2 May 13-14 $565 1.2/16
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Ethical Decision Making for Auditors
Focus on how to recognize, analyze and resolve ethical dilemmas that auditors face in their 
professional activities. The auditor’s mission is to find evidence of fraud, waste and abuse, which 
often results in tough decisions about how to handle sensitive situations. Since auditor ethics are 
under greater scrutiny, the goal of this course is to help each participant develop ethical fitness. 
Each participant will be armed with a decision-making matrix – a tool that focuses on shared core 
values and allows you to approach the analysis and resolution of ethical dilemmas in an organized 
way. You use your examples or real situations to develop the skills you can use to manage the 
difficulties you face every day.

Objectives:
• Develop a consensus on core values
• Describe how establishing shared, core values improve the ethical environment of a 

government audit organization
• Discriminate between moral temptations and authentic ethical dilemmas
• Analyze the dilemmas you face per a new framework
• Resolve the difficulties per classic ethical principles

Target Audience: Auditors who do performance, grant and contract auditing

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs/CPEs

A9010 1 Mar 13 $410 .6/8
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Making Your Case to Prosecute Fraud
Fraud is a booming business today. With fraud schemes becoming more sophisticated and defense 
attorneys more proactive, there is a need for more interaction among auditors, investigators, and 
prosecutors. Often task forces are assembled for this purpose.  Learn how each team member 
contributes to the success of such joint efforts and the special rules and procedures that apply in 
obtaining evidence to substantiate and prosecute fraud.  Learn the pitfalls to avoid in pursuing 
fraud on your own and how to discern whether a potential fraud scheme you have identified in an 
ongoing audit may be prosecutable.

Objectives:
• Describe and apply the five elements of a prosecutable fraud scheme
• Be conversant with the criteria used by prosecutors in making litigation decisions
• Describe the current situation that mandates joint task force efforts of auditors, investigators 

and prosecutors – in combatting fraud, and the auditor’s role in such a task force
• Contrast the standards of evidence and rules of collection that apply in auditing from those 

that apply in prosecuting fraud
• Differentiate the various ways that a government agency may obtain evidence for use in 

administrative, civil, and criminal cases
• Describe the restrictions that a government agency must observe in obtaining evidence for 

use in prosecuting a criminal fraud case
• Apply general litigation principles and procedures to audit planning, implementation, and 

defense to include testifying

Target Audience: New auditors, who prepare performance, contract and grant audits as well as  
experienced auditors who have had limited exposure to the subject matterl;,

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs/CPEs

A8090 2 Mar 25-26 $565 1.2/16
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Quick Response Auditing
Learn how to reduce the cycle time for your performance audits while maintaining quality, meeting 
user needs and complying with auditing standards. In this course, you learn when it is appropriate 
to offer clients alternatives to classic “full scope” audit coverage, such as quick response audits 
and consulting engagements. You explore the unique auditor-customer relationship that must be 
established to deliver products quickly and learn how to tailor audit products to better meet client 
needs. Drawing on case studies, learn to write objectives to facilitate prompt field work, timely 
reporting and ways to narrow or limit the scope of audit work to satisfy the objectives.

Objectives:
• Discuss why timely receipt of audit results have become increasingly important to those 

whom government auditors serve
• Identify appropriate conditions for quick response audits
• Describe techniques for limiting the number and breadth of audit objectives to facilitate 

quick audits
• Identify techniques for limiting audit scope
• Examine the flexibility in Government Auditing Standards that can be leveraged to foster 

quick response in audit engagements
• Discuss the use of non-audit services in delivering prompt information to government 

auditor’s clients

Target Audience: Experienced auditors, including supervisors, team leaders and managers

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs/CPEs

A8011 2 Jun 10-11 $565 1.2/16
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONALS

Energy Management 
Institute (EMI)
DCAS Energy Management, 
in partnership with the City University 
of New York (CUNY) School of 
Professional Studies (SPS), CUNY Building 
Performance Lab (BPL) and the 
Citywide Training Center (CTC), 
is pleased to announce our schedule 
for courses for Spring 2019.

The goal of EMI is to prepare City 
facilities personnel to make energy-
smart decisions that will assist the City 
in meeting its green house gas (GHG) 
emissions reductions goals.

Important:

DCAS Energy Management (DEM) 
covers the cost of City staff participating 
in this training to improve the energy 
efficiency of building operations and 
maintenance, and to encourage 
building staff to develop, implement 
and monitor energy efficiency projects. 
If a City employee registers for the course but drops out before satisfactory completion, a fee will 
be assessed to their agency’s training department for a no-show or late cancellation per CTC 
cancellation policy.  See course descriptions for respective fee amounts.

Please visit www.nyc.gov/ctc for Spring 2019 EMI Course Catalog to view detailed information on 
all Energy Management Institute courses.
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Program Overview:
Building Operator Certification Level I (BOC-1) serves as the gateway training program of the Energy 
Management Institute. It is a competency-based training program that is designed to help building 
operators manage their facilities to become more energy efficient as part of the City’s efforts to meet 
its greenhouse gas reduction goals.

The program provides an overview of building systems including lighting, mechanical, and electrical 
systems and guidance to improve thermal comfort, air quality, and life-safety considerations.

Instruction is delivered both in a traditional classroom setting, as well as through self- 
paced, online modules via the Hughes Learning Management System.

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of the BOC-1 program, participants will be able to:
• Apply knowledge of building mechanical and electrical systems—HVAC equipment and controls, 

electrical distribution, motors, and lighting, and how their operation relates to energy efficiency 
performance and building comfort conditions.

• Recognize system configurations, drawings of schematics, observation and interpretation of 
operating conditions.

• Develop strategies for systematic maintenance and performance monitoring.

Who Should Enroll:
The course is designed for building operators who may have limited formal systems training, but have 
substantial work experience in building systems. This course is also beneficial to facility managers who 
have entered the field from a management background and seek to improve their understanding of 
physical and equipment principles.

Prerequisites:
Skill Assessments

CUNY SPS will confirm registration in the program and send the participant a link to two (2) 
mandatory skills assessments (Math and Microsoft Excel).
• Both required assessments take about 15 minutes each to complete.
• If a satisfactory score is not achieved on an assessment, one (1) or (2) online, self-paced prep 

courses available through the learning management system, must be completed prior to the start 
of the class.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION
LEVEL I
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Videos

Topical videos are available via the DCAS YouTube channel:
“This is DEM”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bT2N9TNa2TI
“Heroes in the Basement”: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/training/training_videos.shtml

No Show Fee:
If a City employee registers for this course and drops out before satisfactory completion and/or does 
not meet the course completion criteria, a “No Show” fee of $1,875 will be assessed to their agency’s 
training department in accordance with CTC’s cancellation policy.

Course Overview:
Term:   Spring 2019
Days:   Fridays 
Date:   Feb 1, 15; Mar 1, 15, 29; Apr 12, 26; May 10, 24; Jun 7
Sessions:   10
Hours:   9:00am-4:00pm
location:   Citywide Training Center,1 Centre Street, 24th Floor-South Tower
Online Webinars: February 1st (10:00am-11:00am)
Registration Deadline: December 28th

Course Overview:
Term:   Spring 2019
Days:   Fridays 
Date:   Feb 5, 26; Mar 12, 26; Apr 9, 30; May 14, 21; Jun 4, 18
Sessions:   10
Hours:   9:00am-4:00pm
location:   CUNY SPS – 119 West 31 Street, Room (TBA)
Online Webinars: February 5th (10:00am-11:00am)
Registration Deadline: December 28th

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs5E8UWwMoogl7JnSXl4-GQ
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Program Overview:
Building Re-Tuning (BRT) training is designed to give building operators advanced training in analysis of 
facility operations to further identify efficiency improvements.

BRT is designed to teach participants the skills that are needed to conduct a re-tuning of facilities 
that use a BAS/BMS system. The course walks participants through the BRT process from foundational 
concepts through an initial BRT tune-up. BRT training requires hands-on implementation practice in 
their facility.

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of the BRT program, participants will be able to:
• Explain the overall BRT process from start to finish.
• Identify how BRT protocol relates to retro-commissioning and continuous commissioning concepts/

practices.
• Create trend logs using BAS data collection function.
• Create graphic displays from BAS/BMS data using basic methodologies.
• Interpret graphical trend data for diagnostics and identification of energy reduction/optimization 

opportunities.

Who Should Enroll:
This course is designed for building operators with previous energy efficiency/energy management 
training. It is also beneficial to facility managers who have entered the field from a management 
background and seek to gain skills in data-driven facility diagnostics. Participants should have a 
working knowledge of energy efficiency in building systems and the ability to access trend log 
functions in their facility’s BAS/BMS.

Prerequisites:
Credentials
• BOC Level 1 Credential

Videos
Topical videos are available via the DCAS YouTube channel:
“This is DEM”: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/home/home.shtml
“Heroes in the Basement”: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/training/training_videos.shtml

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
BUILDING RE-TUNING

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs5E8UWwMoogl7JnSXl4-GQ
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No Show Fee:
If a City employee who is registered for the course drops out before its satisfactory completion, a fee 
of $975 will be assessed to their agency’s training department for “No Show” in accordance with the 
CTC cancellation policy. 

Course Overview:
Term:   Spring 2019
Days:   Wednesdays 
Date:   Mar 27; Apr 10, 17, 24; May 8, 22
Sessions:   6
Hours:   9:00am-2:00pm
Location:   Citywide Training Center,1 Centre Street, 24th Floor-South Tower
Online Webinar: March 27th (10:00am-11:00am)
Registration Deadline: January 18th 
Note:  Participants must have access to an agency building and be able to access trend logging 
functions in a BAS/BMS.
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Program Overview:
The Foundations for Energy Efficient Building Systems training course introduces skilled tradespeople 
working within City buildings to the trades’ role in improving energy efficient operations in City building 
systems. It prepares tradespeople for additional advanced trades courses focused on specific topics. 
The course consists of two in-person instructional sessions (classroom and field) taught by subject 
matter experts over a two-day period. Covered topics include identifying energy savings opportunities 
and performing cost comparisons between system maintenance and correction.

During this course, tradespeople will learn more about the different building systems and how they 
interact with each other in a city-owned building by conducting a thorough tour of a building 
and visiting all accessible building system areas. They will also practice their critical thinking skills in 
identifying real building problems, researching the identified problem, generating ideas, and creating 
solutions that will improve the energy efficiency of the systems of interest (i.e., controls, electrical and 
mechanical).

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of the Foundations program, participants will be able to:
• Recognize their specific role in energy efficiency efforts
• Diagnose a building-system problem using critical thinking skills
• Demonstrate techniques for communicating problems, issues, and resolutions
• Explain the impact of root cause analyses on energy efficiency
• Compare the cost of a system that has been maintained preventively to a system that has only 

been corrected

Who Should Enroll:
This course is designed for tradespeople and non-building operators (i.e., Energy Managers, Energy 
Analysts and other administrative personnel) without previous energy efficiency/energy management 
training.

Foundations for Energy Efficient Building Systems is also the prerequisite for non-trades operators who 
seek to complete systems-specific courses of the Advanced Energy Efficient Building Systems program.

Prerequisites:
Skill Assessments
• BOC Level 1
• DCAS “DEM” Video and others

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
Foundations for Energy Efficient Building Systems
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Videos
Topical videos are available via the DCAS YouTube channel:
• “Energy Efficiency: Codes, Regulations & Laws”:
• “Building System Efficiency Success Stories”:
• “Connecting Building Systems to Energy Efficiency”:

No Show Fee:
If a City employee registers for the course but drops out before satisfactory completion, a fee of $975 
will be assessed to their agency’s training department for “No Show” in accordance with the CTC 
cancellation policy.

Course Overview:
Term:   Spring 2019
Days:   Tuesday (1), Thursday (1)
Date:   Mar 19, 21
Hours:   9:00am-4:00pm
Location:   Citywide Training Center,1 Centre Street, 24th Floor-South Tower
Online Webinar: N/A
Registration Deadline: January 18th 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs5E8UWwMoogl7JnSXl4-GQ
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Program Overview:
Fundamentals of Building Systems provides foundational industry knowledge pertaining to building 
systems, vocabulary, concepts, and the goals of energy efficiency in municipal building operations 
within the City of New York. This course also prepares students interested in furthering their energy 
management training to succeed in the next program in the series: Building Operator Certification 
Level I (BOC-1).

Fundamentals of Building Systems is a blended learning course. It consists of a half-day classroom 
Introduction session, ten (10) self-paced online learning modules, and a half-day classroom Wrap-Up 
session. Topics include:

• Building Envelope 
• Management and Maintenance
• Science of Building Systems 
• Risks
• HVAC, Plumbing and Electrical Building Systems 
• Codes, Zones and Regulatory Requirements
• Building Controls 
• Environmental Factors
• Occupant Controls 

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of the Foundations program, participants will be able to:
• Identify the regulatory mandates driving municipal energy efficiency initiatives.
• Comprehend building operations systems including their relationship to overall energy 

consumption.
• Introduce essential scientific knowledge on electrical and mechanical engineering that pertain to 

building operations.
• Identify best practices for energy efficiency in municipal buildings.
• Define common terms and concepts used in building operations management.
• Demonstrate comprehension of the knowledge base needed to enter the BOC-1 program.

Who Should Enroll:
This course is designed for non-building operators (i.e., Energy Managers, Energy Analysts and 
other administrative personnel) without previous energy efficiency/energy management training. 
Participants in this course should not have the primary job responsibility for managing the building 
operations in their facility or extensive knowledge of building systems.

Fundamentals of Building Systems is also the prerequisite for non-building operators who seek to 
complete the BOC-1 program.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
Fundamentals of Building Systems
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Prerequisites:
Skill Assessments
None

Videos
Topical videos are available via the DCAS YouTube channel:
“This is DEM”: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/home/home.shtml
• “Heroes in the Basement”: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/training/training_videos.shtml

No Show Fee:
If a City employee registers for the course but drops out before satisfactory completion, a fee of $975 
will be assessed to their agency’s training department for “No Show” in accordance with the CTC 
cancellation policy.

Course Overview:
Term:   Spring 2019
Days:   Wednesdays (2)
Date:   Jun 5, 19
Hours:   9:00am-1:00pm
Location:   CUNY SPS – 119 West 31 Street, Room (TBA)
Online Webinar: N/A
Registration Deadline: January 18th 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs5E8UWwMoogl7JnSXl4-GQ
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Program Overview:
Building Re-Tuning without Building Automation System (noBAS BRT) is designed to give building 
operators advanced training in analysis of facility operations to further identify efficiency 
improvements. The noBAS BRT course is offered in five (5) in-class sessions. It covers five (5) measures/
systems of interest related to fan operation and outdoor supply (HVAC Zone Temperature, Fan 
Operation Times, Outdoor Air Control, Discharge Air Temperature Hunting & Outside Air Damper 
Minimum Position).

The noBAS BRT course is designed to teach participants the skills needed to conduct re-tuning of 
facilities that do not use a BAS/BMS system. Participants learn to identify inefficiencies and appropriate 
operation improvements. Integrated project-based assignments are completed by participants in 
between classroom meetings.

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of the noBAS BRT program, participants will be able to:
• State the Building Re-Tuning process, its objectives and its implementation.
• Identify systems for re-tuning and the associated data requirements.
• Set-up trend logs and graphical representations.
• Interpret graphical representations to diagnose common system operating faults.
• Begin the thinking and planning for a long-term building operations improvement process.

Who Should Enroll:
This program is aimed at operators and managers with previous energy management training 
(i.e., BOC-1 and/or BOC-2, Certified Energy Manager, etc.) It is also beneficial to facility managers 
who have entered the field from a management background and seek to gain skills in data-driven 
facility diagnostics. Participants should have a working knowledge of energy efficiency in building 
systems and the ability to access their agencies buildings.

Prerequisites:
Program Prerequisites
• BOC Level 1 Credential

Videos
Topical videos are available via the DCAS YouTube channel:
• “This is DEM”: http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/home/home.shtml
• “Heroes in the Basement”:
 http://www.nyc.gov/html/dem/html/training/training_videos.shtml

ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
no Building Automation System (BAS) BRT

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCs5E8UWwMoogl7JnSXl4-GQ
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No Show Fee:
If a City employee registers for the course but drops out before satisfactory completion, a fee of $975 
will be assessed to their agency’s training department for “No Show” in accordance with the CTC 
cancellation policy.

Course Overview:
Term:   Spring 2019
Days:   Thursdays 
Date:   Jan 31; Feb 21, 28; Mar 7, 21; Apr 4
Sessions:   6
Hours:   9:00am-4:00pm
Location:   Citywide Training Center,1 Centre Street, 24th Floor-South Tower
Online Webinar: January 31st (10:00am-11:00am)
Registration Deadline: December 28th 
Note: Participants must have direct access to an agency building to attend this
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HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONALS
Human Resources Management Certificate Course

The Human Resource Management (HRM) certificate course is designed for middle- and senior-level 
HR managers seeking to become certified HR professionals. The course, offered in cooperation with 
the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and Pace University, provides an overview 
of the key roles and functions of a senior Human Resource generalist. In addition to preparing 
participants to sit for SHRM certification exams, the course provides a solid foundation for managing 
the HR challenges faced in today’s demanding work environment.  HRM focus areas include:

• Strategic Management
• Workforce Planning and Employment
• Human Resource Development
• Risk Management
• Employee and Labor Relations

Available Fall 2019

Please call 212.386.0004 for more information.
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PROCUREMENT PROFESSIONALS
As one of the nation’s largest public contracting entities, New York City is dependent on a 
procurement workforce with high-level skills and knowledge in all areas of the procurement field.   
Procurement classes are intended to increase the professionalization of procurement staff at all 
employment levels, to provide staff development opportunities that will lead to improved efficiency 
and productivity in City procurement, to encourage innovation in procurement, and to foster 
excellence in all aspects of the procurement function. 

Conflicts of Interest Seminar for Procurement Professionals
This course provides an overview of the Conflicts of Interest Law, Chapter 68 of the New York City 
Charter. In-class case studies and practical exercises are used to provide participants with a general 
understanding of the Conflicts of Interest Law, how to avoid conflicts and appearances of conflict, 
and the responsibilities of the Conflicts of Interest Board (COIB).

Objectives:
• Understand the Conflicts of Interest Law (including but not limited to: accepting gifts, reporting 

misconduct by others, post-employment restrictions)
• Determine to whom the law applies
• Know when to seek an opinion from COIB

Target Audience: Procurement personnel employed by the City of New York

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P4002 ½ Mar 13 (9:30am-12:00pm) N/C .3
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Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs/CPEs

P3016 1  Apr 15 $470 .6/8

Contract Management/Administration
This course will discuss the range of activities in the contract management and administration from 
contract award through contract closeout.

Objectives:
• Develop a plan for contract administration and management
• Recognize contract terms and conditions
• Identify and define roles of project team members
• Monitor contractor performance
• Manage invoices and payment
• Modify contract terms and/or conditions
• Resolve conflicts
• Close out the contract

Target Audience: Procurement personnel employed by the City of New York
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MAYOR’S OFFICE OF CONTRACT SERVICES 
(MOCS) 

Agency Introduction to PASSPort
PASSPort (Procurement and Sourcing Solutions Portal) is a user-friendly, online procurement portal, 
where vendors and agencies exchange information to create and manage vendor accounts, and 
complete performance evaluations. During this session, you will hear an overview of PASSPort and 
have hands-on training on navigation, searching for and reviewing vendor information.

Objectives:
• Understand PASSPort Basics
• General System Navigation
• Search for and review vendor data

Target Audience: Agency PASSPort users and any agency staff who is interested in learning 
PASSPort basics

For dates, times, registration and other information for PASSPort trainings, please go to the 
website http://cityshare.nycnet/passport
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Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6181M 2 hrs Apr 9 (10:00am-12:00pm) N/C .2

APT (Automated Procurement Tracking) Basics
NYC Automated Procurement Tracking (APT) system, launched in Spring 2010, is the system 
currently in use to support, manage and track procurement tasks for 14 procurement methods 
and 4 contract management activities. This course will provide a basic introduction to accessing 
the system, help functions, and key navigations features, and will provide you with tips and tricks 
to help you avoid common errors and enable you to move effectively complete your tasks in the 
system. You will also be provided a brief introduction to other citywide online procurement systems, 
including the Procurement and Sourcing Solutions Portal (PASSPort), the City’s new online system 
that will become the primary platform to do business with the City of New York over a series of 
releases. See the PASSPort courses for more information.

Objectives:
• Gain access to APT and navigate through the system
• Navigate APT job aids
• Understand which methods are supported in APT
• Use search functions
• Access resources and know where to go for help

Target Audience: New APT users who possess basic procurement knowledge and are required to 
use APT as part of their basic job responsibilities
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Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6188M ½ May 14 (9:00am-12:30pm) N/C .3

Collaborative Program Design
The Nonprofit Resiliency Committee, in coordination with the Mayor’s Office for Economic 
Opportunity, produced written recommendations on how the City and nonprofit human services 
provides can collaborate to design programs that achieve maximum impact. This course will lead 
participants through strategies to incorporate the principles highlighted in the following guides:

• NYC Civic Service Design Tools +Tactics

Objectives:
• Describe the roles of the key stakeholders involved in public procurement oversight
• Understand the Citywide Public Procurement landscape
• Distinguish between competitive and non-competitive methods and when and why they are 

used
• Understand basic steps in the procurement life cycle
• How to leverage existing contracts to encourage efficient and cost-effective procurement 
• Basic contract management activities
• Where to go for resources to support your daily work 

Target Audience: Agency procurement and program staff with no background knowledge on 
municipal procurement
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Ethics: A Crash Course for The Public
Procurement Professional
Public procurement professionals are tasked with handling sensitive information and as such 
are held to high standards for upholding ethical values and behaviors. They must understand 
and follow state and local compliance laws and regulations, and exercise sound judgment and 
decisions under pressure. In this course, participants will learn about state and local laws governing 
procurement, as well as how to apply core ethical concepts arising in the procurement context of 
accountability for compliance, confidentiality and openness in government. The course uses an 
interactive approach and creative problem-solving techniques to teach you how to identify and 
address ethical issues that might arise in NYC procurement.

Objectives:
• Understand the role and responsibility of upholding ethical behavior in public procurement
• Explain the history and context of the procurement compliance and regulatory environment in 

NYC
• Understand their duty to report corrupt and unethical behaviors to appropriate bodies
• Explain state and local procurement and finance laws, NYC Procurement Policy Board role and 

rules, and Administrative codes
• Uphold key concepts of ethics and compliance in procurement in matters of confidentiality, 

transparency, and disclosure

Target Audience: All Mayoral agency staff with procurement related responsibilities in 
New York City

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

 P6197M 2 hrs Feb 13 (1:00pm-3:00pm) N/C .2
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HHS Accelerator Procurement Management
The HHS Accelerator System was launched to streamline and enhance the procurement and 
financials processes for competitive health and human services contracts. The system allows City 
Agencies to quickly plan and execute procurements and manage relationships with providers who 
deliver direct health and human services to clients and communities. The City manages the online 
system is managed by the City as a service to providers whose critical contributions keep New York 
City strong. In this session, Agency staff will be provided with an overview of procurement actions.

Objectives:
• Navigate the Procurement Roadmap
• Release RFPs in HHS Accelerator
• Configure Evaluations
• Complete Evaluations
• Review Scores
• Make Award Selections

Target Audience: New procurement staff within an Agency that utilizes HHS Accelerator and 
existing procurement staff required to use it as part of their basic job responsibilities

For dates, times, registration and other information for HHS Accelerator trainings, please go to the 
website http://cityshare.nycnet/working/hhs procurement & financials
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Introduction to NYC Procurement Process and Methods
This course will provide an overview of the procurement environment including key stakeholders, 
industries, requirements for selecting methods, and an understanding of the basic steps in the 
procurement process from planning to registration. Opportunities to test knowledge acquisition will 
be offered throughout the course and participants will be expected to engage in activities and 
discussions.

Objectives:
• Describe the roles of the key stakeholders involved in public procurement oversight
• Understand the Citywide Public Procurement landscape
• Distinguish between competitive and non-competitive methods and when and why they are used
• Understand the basic steps in the procurement lifecycle
• How to leverage existing contracts to encourage efficient and cost-effective procurement 
• Basic contract management activities
• Where to go for resources to support your daily work 

Target Audience: Agency procurement and program staff with no background knowledge of 
municipal procurement

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6196M 2 hrs May 16 (10:00am-12:00pm) N/C .2
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Local Law 34 Compliance/DBA (Doing Business 
Accountability) Project
*This class is held at the Mayor’s Office of Contract Services, 253 Broadway, 14th floor

Local Law 34 of 2007 (LL34) established a public Doing Business Database of all entities that are doing 
or seek to do business with the City, as well as their principal officers, owners, and senior managers. 
When an entity is doing business with the City, persons in these positions have stricter limits put onto 
their donations to candidates for City office than those for persons not doing business with the City. 
This course will cover everything you need to know regarding how and when in the procurement 
cycle and process agencies will need to collect DBDF forms in order to comply with LL34.

Target Audience: Staff involved in the procurement process and those interested in how campaign 
finance law relates to City procurement

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6200M 1 1/4  hrs

Jan 30, Feb 13, Mar 13, Apr 10, 
May 22, Jun 19 

(11:00am-12:15pm) or 

Jan 24, Feb 26, Mar 26, Apr 23, 
May 7, Jun 4 (1:00pm-2:15pm)

N/C .13
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Local Law 63 of 2011
Objectives:
• The background and requirements of Local Law 63
• How to conduct a displacement analysis
• How to put together the Local Law 63 annual contracting plan
• How to conduct a cost-benefit analysis

Target Audience: All mayoral agency staff with procurement related responsibilities in New York City

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6199M 2 hrs Mar 26 (1:00pm-3:00pm) N/C .2
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PASSPort Agency Performance Evaluations
PASSPort (Procurement and Sourcing Solutions Portal) is a user-friendly, online procurement portal, 
where vendors and agencies exchange information to create and manage vendor accounts, 
and complete performance evaluations (PEs). This hands-on session will focus on the Performance 
Evaluation process including: a performance evaluation overview, process flow walkthrough, and 
system exercises including sending a PE to evaluators and completion of a PE scorecard.

Objectives:
• Assign a Performance Evaluation task
• Understand the role of the Performance Evaluation Manager
• Complete a Performance Evaluation Score Card

Target Audience: Agency PASSPort users who manage or contribute to Performance Evaluations

For dates, times, registration and other information for PASSPort trainings, please go to the website 
http://cityshare.nycnet/passport
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PASSPort Agency Responsibility Determinations
PASSPort (Procurement and Sourcing Solutions Portal) is a user-friendly, online procurement portal, 
where vendors and agencies exchange information to create and manage vendor accounts, 
and complete performance evaluations (Pes). This hands-on session will focus on the Responsibility 
Determination (RD) process including: an overview, process flow walkthrough, and system exercises 
including duplicating and RD, RD initiation, and RD completion.

Objectives:
• Start the RD process, and forward Vendor Name Check (VNC) requests to the Department of 

Investigation (DOI) and Business Tax Check requests to the Department of Finance (DOF)
• Manage Responsibilities Determinations in PASSPort
• Utilize best practices when completing and RD in PASSPort
• Review RD information and confirm a vendor’s responsibility

Target Audience: Agency PASSPort users who manage or contribute to Responsibility Determinations

For dates, times, registration and other information for PASSPort trainings, please go to the website 
http://cityshare.nycnet/passport
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Prevailing Wage Law for Procurement Professionals
This course will focus on the role of procurement professionals as part of the City’s team effort to 
enforce prevailing wage requirements on construction and building service contracts. The course 
will include an overview of prevailing wage laws in New York State; an overview of Executive Order 
102 due diligence reviews; a review of documentation including sign-in sheets and certified payrolls 
reports, as well as a summary of ‘telltale signs’ of potential prevailing wage abuses.

Objectives:
• Understand the prevailing wage requirements under Article 8 and Article 9 of the New York State 

Labor Law 
• Determine when prevailing wage applies to a particular contract 
• Understand the prevailing wage schedules published by the NYC Office of the Comptroller 
• Understand the various obligations and documentation/forms required on prevailing wage 

contracts 
• Identify trouble signs that may indicate non-compliance with prevailing wage
• Understand the requirements under Executive Order 102 of 2007

Target Audience: Procurement professionals, contract administrators, project managers, and resident 
engineers whose focus is primarily in the construction industry

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6183M 2½ hrs Jan 10; Jun 6 (1:00pm-3:30pm) N/C .25
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Processing City Council Expense Allocations — Delving into 
Discretionary
The City of New York registers between one and three hundred million dollars’ worth of contracts 
funded through the discretionary process each year for everything from job training to after-school 
programs to legal services. This training will cover the fundamentals of how the City vets and processes 
these contracts. The training will cover the City Council Discretionary Award application and vetting 
process, the award clearance and contracting process, and HHS Accelerator Vault and Financials 
within the discretionary awards framework.  We will also address new policies and procedures in place 
for FY19.

Objectives:
• Process a City Council Discretionary Award application 
• Use HHS Accelerator to process discretionary awards
• Understand the vetting and clearance process
• Learn about the new policies and procedures in place for FY19

Target Audience: Agency staff members who serve as discretionary contract managers

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

P6171M 3 hrs Mar 5 (9:00am-12:00pm) N/C .3
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Procurement Policy, Laws and Directives
NYC procurement professionals serve as leaders at their agency in ensuring and encouraging 
compliance with local laws and standards focused on promoting and protecting human and 
environmental health. Through established purchasing standards of preferable goods and products, 
this course covers the application of Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) laws and standards 
on certain city procurements. This course also provides an overview of State and local laws that 
encourage the purchasing of locally sourced and healthy food, on the New York City’s Earned Sick 
Time Act also known as the Paid Sick Leave Law and how it applies to the City’s solicitations and 
contracts; and the living and prevailing wage standards for contractors and how they are to be held 
accountable.

Objectives:
• Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) Laws
• Local Law 50 of 2011, relating to the purchase of New York State food, and the New York City 

Agency Food Standards
• The living and Prevailing Wage Law
• New York City Earned Sick Time Act, The New York State Preferred Source Law and reporting on 

preferred source contract awards under Local Law 125 of 2013
• Local Law 18 of 2012, relating to disclosure of project cost increases

Target Audience: All Mayoral agency staff with procurement related responsibilities in New York City

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

 P6198M 2 hrs Apr 16 (1:00pm-3:00pm) N/C .2
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Subcontractor Tracking
This course will provide a participant with an overview of the requirements surrounding subcontractor 
data collection and reporting. The course will include a demonstration of the Payee Information 
Portal (PIP) subcontractor data collection system and the subcontractor screens in FMS and will 
provide vendor use case scenarios to support a solid understanding of how to navigate through the 
PIP system. The course will also cover the regulatory requirements for subcontracting in the PPB Rules 
and Local Law 1 of 2013 (M/WBE). Participants should be prepared to discuss practices within their 
agencies and share best practices with colleagues.

Objectives:
• Navigate and search for contracts in PIP
• Determine what contracts are reportable and associated penalties
• Help vendors navigate and manage accounts in the Payee Information Portal
• Use PIP to help with subcontracting duties

Target Audience: Agency procurement staff and contracting officers

Course Code Days of 
Training Dates Cost CEUs

 P6186M 2 hrs  Jan 31, Feb 28, Mar 28, Apr 25, 
May 30 (2:30pm-4:30pm) N/C  .2


